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Laser is better than peeling
for a luminous skin

It removes spots and wrinkles giving the skin
a glowing effect. Best known for permanent hair 

removal, it is an extraordinary anti-age with
permanent results as a matter of fact.

It is easier to associate laser with permanent hair removal or tattoo removal. Cosmetic 
rejuvenation nowadays means fillers and botulinum toxin, yet laser is so powerful 
to deliver anti-age and glowing skin effects as well as a clean, toned and radiant 
appearance that allows to flaunt a nude look without make up. So the first question 
that raises is why, even if laser can correct wrinkles and bio-stimulate skin from 
inside, it has not gained the same popularity of hyaluronic acid injections yet? “It is a 
marketing issue, fillers have a bigger commercial drive - comments Dr. Paolo Sbano, 
dermatologist - laser is more expensive and requires technical abilities to use it 
properly.

Talking about laser, we mainly refer to medical devices that are introduced by the 
manufacturing companies directly to the professionals in the field. The initial investment 
from the doctor is also to be taken into consideration, ranging from 90 to 150 thousand 
euros, which is not required for the fillers.”

HOW LASER GIVES FACE A NEW LIFE
“Fillers recreate face’s volumes thus altering it while laser has a different effect: creating 
a controlled damage to the skin, it induces the skin to react producing collagen and 
other elements that will lead to its rejuvenation, without structural alterations. Laser 
delivers results that are more natural and permanent, from the first couple of sessions 
the skin shows long lasting  enhancements”, explains Sbano.

LASER FOR A GLOWING SKIN
“A fresh, make up-free look is highly demanded and I generally love it too since it gives 
natural effects that will not change either volumes or expression, whereas this might 
happen with botulinum toxin. It simply improves skin luminosity: when the face is 
more luminous it reflects the light better so that imperfections optically disappear. It 
is the same type of laser used to remove hyper-pigmentation spots: Q-Switch, that 



has faster recovery times. But Pico laser, with very short emissions, has the further 
advantage to be less aggressive so that it will not block social life after the treatment”, 
states Sbano. This laser can be used all over face, neck, décolleté. While it mainly works 
on pigmentation, it still has a bio-stimulating effect, improving texture, pores and fine 
lines. “With deep age signs, ablative laser systems are more effective, removing the 
outer layers of skin like a peeling. The latter type is more aggressive and requires 
longer healing. Scabs and swelling might happen after the treatment but they typically 
disappear in one week. To gain even better results, different types of laser can be used 
during the same session, to specifically target capillaries, blotches and wrinkles. This 
treatment can also be integrated with injections: first comes the skin cleaning with 
laser and then the face contouring with fillers”.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF LASER
For rejuvenation the best performance comes from Skin Resurfacing laser such as 
Youlaser MT by Quanta System, an Italian company that develops laser technologies 
for Surgery, Aesthetics and Art. Two fractionated laser beams are fired simultaneously, 
they target specifically selected areas of skin in a way that can be personalised. These 
rays heat and remove the tissue instantly and act so precisely that they do not interfere 
with the surrounding tissues. Every impulse causes a deep stimulation in the derma 
that generates an intense and long lasting collagen production. Skin Resurfacing is 
used to treat wrinkles, scars, benign vascular lesions such as rosacea, sun and age 
spots.


